COAL HAULAGE FROM TP7 TO ENERGY BRIX – TRAFFIC PLAN

A new Haul route has been established to deliver coal to Energy Brix due to the loss of conveyor M690 to the Mine Fire.

This route will operate on day shifts for the next six months.

Coal haulage trucks will be separate from all other traffic, and traffic control personnel will be present at affected intersections during haulage operations. Road Safety signage will be installed on site to identify the access.

The Attached map shows:

- Coal Haulage route green
- Detoured route for normal; traffic in dashed red
- Road closures in red and
- Areas / intersections with traffic management personnel in orange.

Any personnel requiring access to any road or area affected by the route must contact the Haulage Route Superintendent – Tim Bond on UHF Ch27 or relative RTL supervising personnel after hours.

Note: This is a preliminary route and may be updated as necessary to adapt to the Mine operations and the current Fire Emergency.
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